ANNEX A

No. 521. CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES. APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS ON 21 NOVEMBER 1947

ACCESSION in respect of:

World Health Organization
International Civil Aviation Organization
International Labour Organisation
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Universal Postal Union
International Telecommunication Union
World Meteorological Organization
Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization

Instrument deposited on:

13 June 1968

Bulgaria

The instrument contains the following reservation concerning sections 24 and 32:

[TRANSLATION — TRADUCTION]

The People's Republic of Bulgaria will consider itself bound by the provisions of sections 24 and 32 of the Convention only if, before a dispute arising out of the interpretation or application of the Convention is referred to the International Court of Justice, the Parties involved in the dispute have, for each individual case, given their prior consent thereto. This reservation applies also to section 32, which provides that the opinion of the International Court of Justice shall be considered as decisive.

---

1 United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 33, p. 261; for subsequent actions relating to this Convention, see references in Cumulative Indexes Nos. 1 to 7, as well as Annex A in Volumes 551, 559, 560, 567, 569, 570, 571, 572, 579, 580, 581, 586, 596, 597, 602, 617, 633 and 636.